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Accurate ultrasound
imaging of the embryo
surface
based
on Range-Point-Migrationmethod
with synthetic aperture
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1. Introduction
Medical ultrasound imaginghasan excellent
ability to depictsoft tissueswithout
the risk ef
radiation
exposure.
Therefbre,medical
ultrasound
imaging is commonly
used to dqpictembryo.
A
more accurate and safe embryo depiction
desires
to
improve the spatial resolution and to decrease
the
transmit intensityin ultrasound
imaging.
Range-Point-Migration(RPM)method isone of the
high-resolution
imaging methods
that depictclear
boundaries[1].Employment ef a semi-broad
transmit bearn ensures
thatRPM method
works
in
the existence
of multiple
targets; however, the
transmit directivity
causes
the distortionof the
estimated
boundaries [2].
In the presentstudM we
repert a technique that compensates
fbrthe effect of
the transmit directivity
We investigate
the
perfbrmance of the proposed technique in the
suppression
of the boundary
distortion,
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(4)

exp(f'(Rk)=

2R.k2)
6(iy',k)
is the direction
of the intersection

where

betweenOi,jand Oi+kp･+k,
P(iJ)isthe echo
poirrts

intensitywhen the i-thtransmitter andJ'-th receiver
is used, and Rk is the center distance
of OiJ･
and
Oi+lp･+k.
In the paper,we fixed6eandgx,
as 1
degreeand twice the wavelength
at the center
frequencMrespectively RPM method locatesthe
the
pesition of the reflection point by using
estimated
directionand the path length. Echo
intensity
at the reflection pointis estimated
as the
summation
of P {6t,t(iv'),iy;k}
over k,

Refiection
point

2.Materialsand Methods
The proposed imagingmethod

isbased on
describe RPM method,
and
subsequently
explain the technique thatsuppresses
the boundary distortion.
RPM

method.

2.1RPM

We

method

RPM method estimates targetboundariesby
using path lengths,as shown
in Fig. 1. When tlie
i-th transmit point and J'-threceive point are
employed,
the reflection point exists on the ellipse
with the fbcal points of the transmit and receive
points and with the major axis of the path length.
We call this ellipse Oi,j,RPM method
calculates
intersectionpoints between ellipses of various
transmit and receive points,In this studM we
estimate
the direction
of the reflection pointwhen
the i-thtransmitter andith
receiver are employed
by thefbllowing
equation as

6ts,,(i,1')-argrr}gxZF'(e,i,j',k)

(1)

(2)
f(e,i,j･,k).,xp(-(e-e(i,Jipk))2)(3)
Ft(e,i,f,k)-P(i+k,J'+k)f(e,i,J',k)f'(R,)
2cro

Figure 1.The principleof RPM

method

2.2 Compensation technique for the effect of the
transmit direetiyity
When multiple echoes of similar intensity
returned
from differentreflection points are
received
at the same time, RPM
method
tend to fail
in estimating the positionsof the reflection points.
Therefbre,we haveemployed
a semi-broad
transmit

beam
by

[2].

that reduces

the above mentioned
cases
of the echo intensity
caused
transmit directivityalso
affects
the

However, the
the

evaluation

change

value

F'(a,pt,iy',k)
that is

used

in

the directionof the reflection
point,
Therefbre, the employment
of
a
semi-broad
transmit beam results in the distortion
of the
estimating

estimated

boundaries.
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In this study, we compensate
forthe effect of
the transmit directivityby the pre-determined
transmit beam pattern. The evaluation
functionwith
the compensation
fbr the transmit directivityis

2o=R>15.:gigut

by

expressed

Fl

2.5

(6)

f},(i.k,j･.k)=P(i+k,J'+k)
B(ip,e)

./t

B(ip,Cl)
isthe transmit beam patternfbr the
direction
of 0when the fbcal
direction
isip.

where

2.3Experimental
We
consists

used

of

a

128

concave

elements,

element

The

array

that

interval
is

element

and

3.Results
Figs,2

3

and

show

the

functions

evaluation

different
center distances
k forthe estimation of
direction
employed
by the conventional

the target

RPM

O.5
o
12

setting

the radius of the curvature is5 cm. 13
elements
are excited to make
a semi-broad
transmit
the
transmit
center
frequency
is 2
beam, where
MHz and the -6 dB bandwidth is 1 MHz, We used
two acrylic cylinders
of2
cm
in diameter.

O.6 mm

of

/t/t/t1l1,

(5)
(e,i,j,k)-ll,(i+k,J'+k)f(e,i,J',k)f'(R,)

and
the proposed RPM
method,
In this case, we used the 100-th
transmitter and 60-threceiver, i,e,
i --1OO andj --60.
In the conventional
RPM
method,
the peak
direction
of the thirdhighest
intensity
isdifferent
highestintensity.
from those of the first
and second
with
the
In the proposed RPM
method
compensation
technique,the peak directions
of top
threeintensity
are the same.
These results indicatc
that the proposed compensation
technique may
ensure
the robustness
of RPM
method
in a low
method
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Figure3. Evaluation
functions
of different
distance for the estimation of target direction
PB(aiJL k) used in the proposed RPM

method.
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distancesfor the estimation of target direction
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